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Executive Summary

Expectations

Summary

H3Pelvic Therapy Systems, Inc.  is a medical device development company that has 
created and is presently working on marketing its flagship contrasting 
therapy medical device for pelvic pain management and other symbiotic/tangent 
niche markets. 

To date, we have over 20 MVPs that have been distributed to volunteers to various 
locations throughout the USA that have provided crucial validation of efficacy, 
usability and future cost structure feedback.   We continue to share these 
extremely valuable MVPs where it is determined of a high value use case.   We have 
present demand from potential B2C and B2B customers, but we are limited by our 
FDA status with our 510(k) exempt registration and final design being available. 

The H3Pelvic system has already been designed and engineered and is ready to for 
final tooling. 

Two other devices, the AMCAT and Flow Seat are planned for introduction in Late -
2021.  They are included in our continuation in patent claims (CIP) that ensures that 
our IP protected products have an even deeper market value and give us more 
depth and breath of conditions that we are able to address.  These conditions are 
very challenging to deal with presently using traditional methods/means.   Our 
volunteer user base feedback, combined with current participating top physicians 
and surgeons feedback in the pelvic pain management spaces, H3Pelvic looks to be 
in a very good market position to make serious inroads into a space many people 
have not heard of or even want to talk about.   We see this as an excellent 
opportunity to strike.

Our assumptions of capturing an ultra-conservative value of one ten-thousanth 
(1/10,000) of the $120B US market, H3Pelvic Therapy Systems projects it's present 
day market valuation to be approximately $12,000,000.   We anticipate a growth 
rate that should propel our revenue to hit $27 million in sales in year three. The 
company expects to have $50 million plus in revenue by year five.
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Due to prior  COVID sequestrations and the reality of more people working and 
sitting in the home office for longer durations, pelvic pain management market has 
seen and is subject to a high growth trend.  The present USA pelvic pain market is 
projected to exceed $120 billion in the next three years.  We feel that it is not 
unreasonable to expect a 1/1000 of the total markets to be open to our niche’ 
Product(s).    This would put the available present market  valuation at $120 million - 
a more realistic number based on known market size.   Additionally, the world 
markets are massively larger than that of the USA.   Hence our interest in gaining 
further IP control via Patent Cooperation Treaty (world Patent rights). 

Our revenue projections for our pelvic floor pain management tool, the H3, 
aggregate to $27 million by year three, but may well expand to several hundred 
million as soon as approvals and world rights are formally obtained.  

Another possible yet to be discovered niche' market for H3Pelvic Therapy Systems 
is the $600B  menopause market - a further excellent untapped opportunity for our 
contrasting therapy systems and one not anticipated in our earlier product 
development/market studies.

Our patent applications have already been submitted using a John Sotomayor of 
SotoIP, a well respected patent law firm out of Cary NC/RTP.

H3Pelvic Therapy Systems, Inc. reserves the right to license their IP technology, yet 
we remain focused to be the sole worldwide source of offerings of this niche’ 
product. The company is mature by year three. The company is potentially 
profitable in year one based on proposed projections.

Mission

Our mission is to change the world of pelvic pain sufferers by giving them their 
lives, their control and their sanity back.

The mission of H3Pelvic Therapy Systems, Inc. is to help the world of pelvic pain 
sufferers to utilize our proprietary non-pharmacological methods to treat their 
conditions - manage their pain.   To accomplish these tasks by executing on smartly 
engineered designs, developing simple devices based on advanced physics that 
further bring the patient comfort and sanity.  To market our newly patented 
technologies in the medical device field of Pelvic Pain Therapy as a new tool of 
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management.   We shall, in addition, seek to advance our intellectual property 
portfolio to extend beyond 20 year term of control of our markets.   

As any company with a focus on growth, we engage with every our customer and 
their results with follow up after purchase.   We also provide a FaceBook place of 
community for others who are using our systems.  We are in the business of 
bringing them much neeed relief both physically and psychologically by allowing 
them to share their story  on our site community – building strong community of 
pain sufferers and shared experiences of their successes with each other.

Pelvic pain suffers, due to  a variety of maladies, need a way to manage their 
conditions discretely, at a lower cost, thereby enabling them to “buy time” as they 
consider their next medical decisions and direction.  Affording them precious time, 
with much less pain, as they consider medical options.   During this period of use 
and contemplation, due to the known science behind contrasting therapy, induced 
healing may also be realized for these customers - creating a very satisfied 
customer base.  

Present day pharmacologicals are known to have serious side effects.  By giving our 
customers a new way to reduce or eliminate pharmacological means of pain control 
is a game changer.   Using  a proven low impact method, our creative, comfortable 
device(s),  our customers are able to leverage advanced thermodynamics to help 
solve debilitating painful pelvic conditions by using the human 
centrically specialized solution - H3

In the graph below, you will see an illustration of capturing 1/10000 (one ten-
thousanth) of the $120,000,000,000 USA market for pelvic pain solutions and 
therapies.  
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Financial Highlights by Year
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Opportunity

Unique Markets

Opportunity- 78M Pelvic Pain Sufferers Annually - USA

Due to the diverse etiologies known to cause pain within the human pelvis, 
present-day treatments and methods remain highly challenging to treat for patient 
and practitioner alike. These painful pelvic-centric conditions have been shown to 
significantly impact quality of life, including an individual’s physical, emotional and 
psychological well-being.

The complexity of the diagnosis and treatment of Pelvic Floor Dysfunction (PFD) 
lies in the confluence of causes.  On the one hand, the peripheral and central 
sensitization of the nervous system associated with the chronicity of 
the symptoms, affecting the psychosocial, behavioral and sexual sphere of the 
patients. On the other hand, the crossing of nociceptor, visceral, somatic and 
autonomic fibers as well as the states of visceral or muscular hypersensitivity, 
sensory dysesthesias and functional abnormalities complicate a clear 
understanding and diagnosis even more so.

Due to the physiological and pscychological challenges stated above, inclusive of 
the deeply personal nature of the pelvic anatomy, sufferers privately seek out 
solutions for pelvic pain often leads to a psychological resistance, impeding a 
patient to seek appropriate help, leaving the patient to feel helpless.  For this 
reason alone, it is woefully time for an innovative and cost-effective solution to this 
problem.   We believe that the The H3Pelvic Therapy System is an ideal adjunct tool 
of pelvic pain managment and a most novel response to these worldwide unmet 
needs.

 

Opportunity- 1.2B Pelvic Pain Sufferers Annually - World

The estimated prevalence of Pelvic Floor Disorder (PFD) is 15% of women.
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The incidence is similar between different countries, with the annual prevalence in 
the UK being 38/1000 among women aged 15-73, a ratio comparable to asthma 
(37/1000) or back pain (41/1000).

In Spain, it is estimated that the prevalence of PFD in women is 26.8%.

As for the rest of the countries, PFD affects 14.7% of American women, 21.5% of 
Australians, 24-25.5% of New Zealanders, and 15.1% of Brazilians of reproductive 
age.

Of the total number of patients, 60% do not have a specific diagnosis and almost 
20% have not received a diagnostic test. The incidence is 10-16% of men with an 
age frequency of 36-50 years.

Competition

Our exhaustive market review and patent searches have returned no direct 
competing solution as the H3 method and system embody. 

There are many pelvic floor focused electric TENS type simulation systems that 
range in price from $69 to as high as $4900.  The principles of physics and applied 
therapy used by these devices is completely different than that of the H3Pelvic 
system.    Our device' pricing is reasonable with respect to the family of 
electrostimulation systems availabe in the B2C marketplaces and moreso when the 
outcome of treatment is considered.

Competition:  The FDA has recognized and further research has revealed that at 
least 16 different devices are considered "contrasting therapy" devices are listed as 
510(k) exempt "ILO". 

Yet, all of these devices are configured and apply their respective methods using 
mainly fluid channel wraps that have actively pumping solutions that bring the 
same type of thermal treatments to areas of large members of the human body 
such as knees, shoulders, elbows, back, neck etc. 

These 16 devices also prove the effectiveness of this method to helping the human 
body heal better, faster and with less pain using the same basic scientific and 
physiological principles.
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Ice packs, chemical thermal packs and electric heating pads may be considered as a 
direct challenge to H3.    Yet,  these methods are not easily or conveniently 
controlled in their thermal delivery and are known to be very short lived in terms of 
thermal stability.   They are also known to cause further injury with overuse such as 
thermal burns from sitting on heating pads, chemical packs and or hard, offensive 
ice packs and inconvenient wet sitz baths - these methods are offensive to the 
touch, can be dangerous and do not afford customer control.    The inconveniences 
do not result with the H3Pelvic System due to the inability to drive the 
system below 33F for the cooling mode. Utilizing our integrated thermometer that 
gives the user a guide for safety at both thermal extremes while filling the warming 
mode thermal side of their reservoirs for maximum safety and visibility.

Due to the unique soft touch, high thermal transmissivity of the thermal membrane, 
H3 delivers this contrasting therapy, safer, more consistently, more gently and over 
a much longer period of time in the convenience of normal sitting.    For these 
reasons, the H3 this better than any other methods available on the market today.

The H3 is not meant for simple, transient painful conditions that are easily 
tolerated with the lower cost less sensitive means of ice packs and electric heat 
pads and salves, suppositories will suffice.    H3 makes its value known for sufferers 
of deeply painful or chronic conditions suffered, as it delivers very controlled,  
extremely feather touch sensations to  extremely tender and painful areas of the 
human anatomy.   All being delivered in the ultimate convenience of a sofa or a 
chair or in your bed, all of this in the home setting of course.

A chart of alternatives and related competitive markers:
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Why Us?

We are the first movers in the space of contrasting therapy applied to pelvic floor 
through our innovative thermal energy delivery system.   We will soon own the 
Intellectual Property, the Trademarked brand "H3Pelvic" and soon we will have FDA 
Registration for our flagship product offering.  H3Pelvic Therapy Systems Inc. 

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services is advancing the 
implementation of value-based purchasing (VBP) across an array of health care 
settings in the Medicare program.   This is in response to the 2010 Patient 
Protection and Affordable Care Act.  We feel, that this product very well suites the 
intent of this program and may put us into a strong position to receive Medicare 
coverage in the future.

For insurance companies that may be seeking drug-free, in-home, self-
management tools for these difficult to reach and treat pelvic pain maladies that 
at times result in very long-lasting painful conditions, the H3 presents an excellent 
opportunity to value-based purchasing (VBP) for those entities to further control 
costs and likely improve patient outcomes creating a “win-win” situation.

Technology

Our core technology is time tested, proven through the surrogate science 
and predicate devices that presently exist in the market place.   More than 16 
different FDA approved Class 2  510(k) EXEMPT devices exist today.  Our product 
happens to fall exactly into that space and therefore FDA classification of 
"EXEMPT".

We do the "contrasting therapy" a bit differently.   This is our niche.   We leverage 
an age old method with innovative design and configuration of a simple physics 
problem.   Much larger bank of thermal energies delivered at a consistent rate.   We 
are able to bring to the sufferer this energy via the gentle touch membrane to the 
areas of human perineal, anal, vaginal, scrotal regions and more. 

In addition, our patent pending application is "Seeded" with references to our 
advanced technology using advanced thermodynamic physics principles to bring 
the same long lasting, thermally controlled relief intra-vaginally and intra-anally to 
the plethora of pelvic pain sufferers.
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Our IP goes on to list other potential areas of therapy yet to be created in the areas 
of thermal treatments to distal anatomical regions such as diabetic feet that are in 
need of enhanced blood flow or burns to hands that need rapid healing but cannot 
be immersed into water.   These are only mentioned to example the extensive 
claims within our patent portfolio.

Problem of Pelvic Pain & Our Solution

Problem Worth Solving

Over 78 million people annually suffer from some form of pelvic floor dysfunction in 
the US alone.  Yet, Worldwide, over 1.2B  people suffer, as no one country’s 
populace suffers statistically any more than another.

These intensely aggravating conditions are also no respecter of race, ethnicity, or 
gender. Some if these maladies, being as simple as external hemorrhoids, others as 
complex and mind-bending as pudendal neuralgias. Some are transient in nature 
and others chronic; pelvic floor pain control being one of the most challenging 
issues for the medical community.

A known fact that there are unnecessarily and overprescribed or erroneously 
prescribed solutions by physicians who just do not fully understand the root cause 
of each patient.  Many ill prescribed antibiotics and many times that of 
pharmacological means that are not well tolerated can leave patients wanting for 
something less invasive and more in their control.

Some of these pharma prescriptions may include: Tramadol, gabapentin 
amitriptyline, tizanidine, metronidazole, and oxycodone preparations. These may 
induce some very undesired and severe side effects.

Present methods to treat some related neuromuscular anomalies include 
cryoablation, neuromodulation, and pharmacological methods of pain control. 
While these may provide various levels of temporary relief to the patient, they 
come at a very high cost to both the patient and the insurance industry to 
administer, as they do not support a holistic or non-invasive means of support to 
the patient.  They most certainly do not induce any related physiological changes to 
the human anatomy to improve the chances of humancentric healing as does the 
H3Pelvic Therapy System.
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The present methods of treatment provide simply a time duration of pain control 
protocol.  Add to this fact, the high price of the above means and methods of pain 
management, none of which come close to offering any potential long-term healing 
solution.

 At present, there remains a vast population who unnecessarily continue to suffer 
due to these misunderstood, and at times, misdiagnosed conditions as these are 
identified as our core customers.  This is evidenced by the myriad of user 
communities where members continue to cry out for pain control and methods of 
less harmful methods of management. 

 

Needed:   A More Effective and Lower Cost, Non-Pharmacological Solution to 
Pelvic Pain

As an example of present costs, the Wise-Anderson treatment protocol typically 
requires $3-4k (as of 2014), excluding travel and accommodation, for 6 days of 
treatment and training. 

This compares to the cost of other medical treatments, such as surgery.  
Neurosurgeons may charge $12,000 for a half-hour outpatient procedure and 
$24,000 for one-hour procedure.

Opioids remain highly addictive setting many well-meaning patients down a path of 
drug dependence.   They are also known to cause constipation and exacerbation of 
an already bad condition to make it even worse.

When dealing with various pelvic pain conditions, prescribing a medication that will 
simply induce more pain due to the side effects is counterproductive at the least 
and extremely painful.

As another example, Metronidazole may cause vision problems and ocular pain with 
white patches or sores on lips. Additionally, Gabapentin may present one with 
dizziness, drowsiness, fatigue, fever, nystagmus and viral infection. Tramadol is 
narcotic-like and may present users with unexpected seizures. It is also 
contraindicated for SI type patients as it also may cause further constipation, 
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diarrhea, hallucinations, tremors or vomiting and insomnia.   Simply, these 
medications come with some very unwelcome effects and a high human cost.

To further example, the medical procedure of removing externally thrombosing, 
extremely painful hemorrhoidal critical sealing blood pads and related tissues, can 
leave one with extreme levels of pain and possibly incontinent for life. A new 
method and device should, in a non-pharmacological manner, provide the ability to 
manage this condition with the potential to produce a better outcome without the 
risks associated with invasive procedures.

Therefore, it is apparent that patients should be highly receptive to a lower cost 
and better method to help pelvic pain sufferers the world over to treat better and 
heal their challenging conditions.

From the documented information presented in this report, the market(s) needs a 
convenient, highly effective pain controlling and healing solution, that comes with 
fine a nuanced, yet easy to understand user controls and in the form of a non-
pharmacological device. This solution should be a highly ergonomic human-centric 
sensitive means of assistance. Simple to utilize, reasonable in cost and reasonable 
to service and highly portable. 

As one might infer from the scientific data of the 2018 recent NATA scientific study, 
proving unequivocally that the positive physiological response to contrast therapy 
(CT), how can we better leverage this into an innovative solution for pelvic floor 
focused healing?

In response to this need, a new method and device has come into being as an 
answer to this complex problem.  It is the H3Pelvic Therapy System.

 

Validation of Problem - Unaddressed Pelvic Pain

Over 30 boards on FaceBook and more on REDDIT, as well as a littany of scientific 
journals explaining the complexities of the pelvic floor and challenges of direct pain 
management; all of these and more attest to the continuous struggle that folks all 
over the world suffer from pelvic floor dysfunctions.
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Male Chronic Pelvic Pain:  doi: 10.4103/0970-1591.173105: 10.4103/0970-1591.173105

Challenges in Manageing Chronic Pelvic Pain in Women:  
http://chronicpainresearch.org/public/CPRA_WhitePaper_2015-
FINAL-Digital.pdf. Accessed December 10, 2018.

Anatomy, Pathophysiology and Interventional
Therapies for Chronic Pelvic Pain: A Review    www.painphysicianjournal.com

Chronic Pelvic 
Pain:  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK554585/?report=printable

Validation of solution

Historically, sports therapy at all levels, be it high school, collegiate, or professional 
leagues,  have long leveraged a method of pain relief, swelling-reduction and 
healing, identified as “contrast bathing” or "contrast therapy".   

Physical sports therapists have long been aware of, and presently use the technique 
of contrasting therapy liberally and with great successes applied to their athletes. 

A 2018 NATA report establishes well documented data and evidence of the 
improved conditions to these types of injuries. 

When applied to the neuromusculoskeletal region of the pelvic floor, contrast 
therapy can be expected to produce a similar efficacy in treating the compromised 
and difficult to reach areas of the pelvis regions of the human anatomy.

From these physiotherapy observations, many contrasting type devices have been 
founded upon this method of CT to induce and improve healing and pain 
management using the primary humancentric responses previously stated.

Many various configurations have been contrived and now litter the landscape of 
available self-management devices. With as many as 16 different systems being 
presently registered with the FDA as Class II 890.5720 Contrasting Therapy 
Devices.  All of these 16 devices leverage the known scientific method of CT by the 
use of a portable, consumer-controlled and convenient method of in-office or self-
therapy modes.
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What is presently needed is an efficient, convenient to control, non-traumatizing 
“gentle-touch” application that can be appropriately applied to patients’ pelvic 
region.

When this same easy to manage and control method and system is applied to the 
nerves, tissue swelling, muscle spasms and trauma of these individuals, they 
respond positively by providing steady and long-duration, thermally-controlled 
fluid to the pelvic regions by leveraging both warm and cooling modes.

We have observed through our volunteer base and feedback,  that this is key to a 
more simple, holistic and drug-free pain management solution to otherwise injured 
or traumatized pelvic region.

Our Solution - H3Pelvic Therapy System

H3Pelvic Therapy System - True Twin Mode

Presented above a smarter, better and more patient focused solution that shall 
render drug-free control back to the sufferer of pelvic pain.

The "H3"
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CEO/Innovator Mr. Zachary Lyon, by leveraging his over 30 years of experience of 
medical and other product design experience, development and engineering, and 
having delved deeply into the science and psychology  through his own dire 
personal experiences,  valid published facts and sufferers testimonies, he has 
created and brought to market this simple, yet highly impactful pelvic floor 
treatment method and device.   

 

Regulatory Requirements

H3 Pelvic Device is categorized as an FDA Class 2 510(k) Exempt device.   Simply, a 
registration application for a site and fee of @ $5600.   This fee is an annually 
recurring fee that starts in December each year.

It is critical that this fee is paid within 30 days after the first product is sold on the 
market, which is a limiting factor to our pushing sales at this time. 

Physicians will need the assurance that this is an FDA regulated device before a 
level of comfort is established for them to engage their customers.   A critical, yet 
necessary pivotal action.

HSA/FSA accounts that may pay for this device need the FDA code "ILO".

All of our future IP plans shall also fall under the same registration and therefore, 
we are not bound to any proof of Randomized Clinical Trials for present or any 
follow on product introductions.   

Satisfying this FDA site registration fee is crucial for our getting into the market as 
soon as the product is ready to box and ship.  Simply, pay the fee, follow GMP and 
produce product.

Target Markets and Customer Profiles

Target Customer - Demographics, Leading Pain Indicators

Our customer profile
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1. Men and Women 
2. Ages 18 to 90
3. Approximate income levels of $50,000 or greater
4. Struggling with medications that are not working or have unwelcome side 

effects
5. Customers who are "take control" kind of people, who have been 

disappointed with their GP or specialists attempts to solve their pain. 

Conditions likely affected

• Post anorectal surgical patients (men and women)
• Anal abscess sufferers (men and women)
• External hemorrhoid sufferers (men and women)
• Vulvodynia sufferers (women)
• Testicular pain sufferers (men)
• Perineal pain sufferers (men and women)
• Anismus (men and women)
• Post-Partum Pain (women)
• Vaginal atrophy - menopause (women)
• Pelvic Congestion (women)
• Endometriosis (women)
• Interstitial Cystitis (men and women)
• Bicycle Seat Neuropathy (men and women)
• Spastic Pelvic Floor Syndrome (men and women)
• Prostatitis (CPPS) (men)
• Post Prostate surgery (men)
• Sports groin injuries (men and women)

Market

 

MARKET SIZE PER CONDITION

Upon review of the available statistics of each related malady, it would appear that 
no less than 17 different pelvic floor painful conditions have been identified. The 
numbers of sufferers per malady annually (estimated) are listed below. 
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Annual Pelvic Floor Condition Statistics 5 Top Conditions

• Pudendal Neuralgia - 1/100,000 (US population – 350Million/100,000) 3.5k
• Postpartum Traumas - 11.2% of births of 63.2births per 1000 (US population 

only) (7,9) 1.24M
• Anorectal/sphincterotomy surgical procedures (non- hemorrhoidal) – 

0.33M(4)
• Hemorrhoid Procedures - 3.3 million ambulatory care visits per year in the 

USA alone(4) 3.3M**(inclusive)
• CPPS/Prostatitis – 6.6% General Population (17) (6.6% of 330M = 21.78M) 

1/5th of this is 4.36M *(inc. ,all conditions)
• Levator-Ani Hypertensives *
• Spastic Pelvic Floor Syndrome *
• Bicycle Seat Neuropathy – TBD (new market)
• Irritable Bowel Syndrome/Chrones - 1.4M (18)
• Anal Abscess **
• Vulvodynia – 14M (12)
• Cramps from Menstruation  (new market)
• Interstitial Cystitis (IC/BPS) – 12M (15)
•  BPH - 30M (13)
• Groin pain from various sports injuries and surgical repairs
•  5-10% (Ice Hockey, Soccer, Swimming, etc.) (11)

Key Volunteers/Users/Customers

Our first MVPs have been sent out to our base of users who honored to return their 
experiences of relief with receipt and many weeks/months of use of their 
prototype devices.  These experiences have been met with a very positive 
responses of desirability and efficacy of pain management control with reductions 
or eliminations of pharacological agents.

To date, we have a greater than 80% success rate with all parties improving their 
conditions with our devices.  Through this process, we have learned about many 
improvements that have already been employed to make the customer experience 
very straightfoward.  One being that the sit cushion is an important element to get 
correct as some volunteers are "sit challenged".  Another that to really be 
convenient, the contrasting component need be a simple task.  Hence the creation 
of the "True Twin Mode" H3 system.
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Presently, all potential customers have called us proactively begging for devices 
delivered. This is both  incredible news to H3Pelvic Therapy Systems and an 
exasperation all the same, due to our FDA status and lack of tooling to build the 
best device - our best foot forward.

We have kept a running register of testimonies from all of these users both men 
and women with various differing personal maladies and their use cases.  This 
invaluable data has been responsible for the final design.

 

 

Worldwide Market Size & Segments

The estimated prevalence of chronic Pelvic Disorder (CPD) is 15% of women.

The incidence is similar between different countries, with the annual prevalence in 
the UK being 38/1000 among women aged 15-73, a ratio comparable to asthma 
(37/1000) or back pain (41/1000).

In Spain, it is estimated that the prevalence of CPD in women is 26.8%.

As for the rest of the countries, CPD affects 14.7% of American women, 21.5% of 
Australians, 24-25.5% of New Zealanders, and 15.1% of Brazilians of reproductive 
age. Of the total number of patients, 60% do not have a specific diagnosis and 
almost 20% have not received a diagnostic test.

The incidence is 10-16% of men with an age frequency of 36-50 years.

The potential use cases are very hard to quantify but some of the below statistics 
will further show the massive market that our IP will afford us to control over the 
next 20 years and beyond.

 

Annual Patients per Category (USA and WORLD):
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Pain Inducing  Conditions:

Prostatitis Cases per year 2M (USA_

Chronic Pelvic Pain Syndrome - Men  603M (14%-32% worldwide prevalence)

Chronic Pelvic Pain Syndrome - Women  1.1 - 2.2B (14% to 32% worldwide 
prevalence)

Pudendal Neuralgia 1/100,000 people - 3.3k (USA)

Anal Abscesses  (inclusive with Hemorrhoids market)*

Vulvodynia 14M  (USA)

Anorectal Surgery 70,000  (USA)

Pelvic Inflammatory Disease (Pelvic Congestion) 3.5M  (USA)

Endometriosis  17.3M (USA)

Interstitial Cystitis (IC/PBS) 4M -12M (USA)

 

Transient Conditions:

Hemorrhoids  Annually 10M  (USA)*

Sports Groin Injuries  10k-20k per year all levels of competition

Post-Partum (statistics are regionally varying due to localized norms and practices)

Bicycle Seat Neuropathy  New Market - Bicycle Stores, Specialty bicycle online 
retailers

Menstrual Related Deep Pain  
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Future Markets

H3 Pelvic Therapy Systems  has the distinct honor of being invited to submit for a 
$256,000 non-dilutive grant from the National Science Foundation in order to 
evaluate a planned product addition.      We are awating to hear from the NSF 
concerning our recent submittal.  This submission is for our AMCAT internal 
advanced thermodynamic delivery systems. 

The advanced use of thermodynamic principles combined with ergonomic design 
elements and safety features will allow for access of the same modal therapies to 
reach and affect internal sources of pain that are seen in Chronic Pelvic Pain, 
Interstitial Cystitis, Pelvic Congestion, Endometriosis patients.    Some of the most 
challenging to affect and resolve painful conditions, applying to our advanced 
thermodynamic tools, it is our goal to further expand our markets to offer 
physicians and users another method to bring deep abiding pain relief - delivering 
this drug free and at a cost that is less than $100.

This is an excellent opportunity to further expand our product offerings via 
evaluation and capturing scientific data that will support the H3+ product 
extension while not requiring any company dilution.  

 

Market Growth

Market Analyses and projects are mainly focused USA based five top conditions.   If 
you extrapolate linearly these numbers and add the additional maladies, the other 
world markets, the opportunity becomes enormous.

Through the use of Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT), H3Pelvic retains the right to 
apply intellectual property rights and grants the right to select respective foreign 
market security.  As of June of 2021, we retain a minimum of 2 years to select and 
secure new foreign territories.

We do not relish the idea that more pain begets more sales, but such as population 
growth, more sedentary and seated working conditions that can tend to exacerbate 
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some of these conditions, the market size will naturally increase over time.   Yet, a 
new product address the vast numbers of steady and possibly falling numbers in 
some of the categories, we still stand to grow very quickly.  

Capturing 1/10,000 of the five top conditions of the USA market results in a value 
shown in the graph below.  A more realistic number being 1/1000 of the market, 
this being a 10X factor greater in size.   Ad a zero to each column as we are using 
extremely overly conservative numbers in our estimates of what this opportunity 
may ulitmately be.

Revenue by Year

Market Trends

All trends with respect to pelvic pain point in an upward growth trajectory.   More 
people becoming less embarrased to discuss their conditions, COVID keeping more 
people working from home offices.   These factors will drive the market for the H3 
and follow on devices.

Our Trademark "H3Pelvic" and Iconic Logo along with our unique value proposition 
and effective solutions that beget another H3 sale, we expect to create a brand new 
market based on capturing a tried and true method of contrasting therapy long 
used and leveraged in collegiate and professional sports arenas.
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We expect to support our users product performance with service to keep their 
systems functional for over 1 year.   We aim make the marketing of a new, unknown, 
yet interesting product an easy "yes" to the customer with a 30 money-back 
guarantee.

We also plan to use our FaceBook presence to support a user community that 
begets more users.

 

Competition and Related Solutions - Threats

Current Alternatives To Traditional Methods

This new treatment solution is the H3Pelvic Therapy tool.

A radically new experience and an improved method of supporting specific and 
appropriate therapies to more effectively address the many pelvic floor known 
conditions and manifestations.

Whether the physician or therapist leverages the H3 device in their office, hospital 
setting, or whether the patient/customer/user chooses to self-manage at home, a 
new alternative has been needed for quite sometime.

For those suffering, the H3 enables an immediate Quality of Life improvement,  a 
happier and healthier daily living experience, while managing an already difficult 
situation. Those who may find themselves exhausted and tired of the 
pharmaceutical approach may use this new and effective method of management of 
related pain, swelling and healing to control the side effects.  For more common 
uses, the H3 has even been seen to relieve deeply painful menstrual cramping.

By using a more effective use of available energy and control, the modal hot and 
cold method (Thermal-Modal Therapy) embodied in this highly efficient transfer 
mechanism, the H3 may well prove to assist patients in achieving a better outcome 
for their particular conditions. 
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Intellectual Property

 Mr. Zachary Wood Lyon is the primary owner and holder of the IP rights to:

"System and Method for Providing Anal, Perineal, Prostate, Vaginal,  Pelvic Floor 
Contrast Therapy"

The basic technology is being secured by this USPTO application filed on February 
20th , 2020.  

This application has also been purposely "Seeded" with advanced technological 
extensions in order to further leverage the base technology and allow for follow on 
patent rights to these "seeded" technological elements that also treat other more 
advanced areas of pelvic floor conditions.    

1. Seeded elements include:  Advanced Thermal Modal Therapy applications 
directed both intra-anal and intra-vaginally for extremely difficult to reach 
painful conditions and control of said pain. 

2. A Novel advanced "Air Chair" using 4D printed Urethane technology to allow 
for cooling and drying airflow to exist within the respective seat 
application https://www.adidas.com/us/4D
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3. A method of directing active thermal energy to the buttock areas for those 
that have pain that extends beyond the perineal areas into the sitting buttock 
areas.

4. Software applications that allow for direct data capture for physician 
tracking and remote patient monitoring.

 

Mr. Zachary Wood Lyon retains the right to apply for Patent Cooperation Treaty 
(PCT) that grants the right to select respective foreign market security.   Time is of 
the essence with respect to this aspect but this remains a very sweet opportunity 
should investment funds support this investor desire.   The opportuntity to further 
secure other markets expires by December 2020.

 

 

Barriers to Entry

The rights to this method and device "System and Method for Providing Anal 
Perineal Prostate Vaginal Pelvic Floor Contrast Therapy" secures for an enforce 
duration of 20 years any like kind device that uses the method to apply contrasting 
fluid therapy to the pelvic floor.

We also own the Trademark to the term H3Pelvic.

We will soon have FDA registration for this novel device.

There is no other simple way to apply long lasting, fluid therapy to the pelvic 
regions in a convenient and low cost method.   Any attempt to do so will naturally 
trigger a legal challenge to cease and desist.   

During and beyond the 20 year basic coverage term, we plan to leverage the 
"Seeded" elements of the patent to create further extensions that leverage the base 
technology.  Further sequestering our markets for the pelvic floor treatment 
methods.
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H3Pelvic plans to direct market to customers via B2C through our website 
www.H3Pelvic.com.   We also plan to have carve outs for qualified Medical Device 
Representatives and Physician agents that also become another channel of 
distribution.  

It is not our goal to become a cheap "Wellness" product and sell under the 
pressures of Bed Bath and Beyond, HomeMedics, Wal-Mart etc.    Our goal is to 
keep our Trademark and associated brand of high quality, high customer positive 
outcomes in order to maintain our sizable margin position afforded by the 
protections mentioned above.

Our advantages

First to innovate, first to secure IP, first to market with highly refined solution that 
is greatly cost reduced for both material composition and necessary labor content 
have been maximized.

The ergonomic design is also very inviting and friendly due to its soft edges, soft 
seat materials and extremely quiet levels of operation with a maximum ease of 
use.  

Our goal to be elegant in shape, performance and simplicity that supports the 
excellent physiological results that the customer encounters.   An excellent "out of 
the box" first experience.   The rest is easy.
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SWOT Analysis
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Execution

Planning for Success

Marketing Strategy

The market for the H3Pelvic System is very niche'.  B2C or TV marketing this type 
of product requires a level of delicacy and an sensitivity as to the private nature of 
these conditions.  Our goal to make it very easy for seekers of new and innovative 
solutions to self identify their painful conditions, that by their seeking, we are easily 
discoverable. 

Use of keyword searches, and references made in social media and user 
communities as well as blogging daily are sources of customer draw.    Presently, 
this is what is bringing us weekly demand already.  We are virtually doing no 
marketing due to the factors explained.  

These efforts we will support our B2C front end with word of mouth from 
physicians who seek new solutions and sufferers who experience resolve to their 
painful conditions beget more seekers. 

We believe that in year one, we may have to drive substantial funds into the 
purchase of keywords paid clicks in Google Ads, Pinterest, Facebook and the like.  
 Yet, once we reach a critical mass of a few thousand systems into the market place, 
our organic blogging, word of mouth and our user community will have grown to 
where we no longer have to feed a marketing budget of any real value.  

We can see that we could easily spend 150k on the first year of marketing in this 
manner.  with a tapering over the next year to next to nothing - $0.

Most of our present volunteers and potential customers have visited numerous 
physicians seeking further solutions.  With their help, we have proven that our 
systems, when addressing the right maladies, the H3 provides great relief.

We shall focus a portion of our marketing plans to providing samples and servicing 
discrete trade show or trade publications directly focused to physicians.  Our goal 
is to also have a carve out available for physician sales and profit where the 
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business arrangement is AMA sanctioned and no HIPAA issues are created.  This 
remains an area that needs to be understood.

We are in communications with the VA about how to service their needs.  We have 
presently an National Science Foundation SBIR grant that could be awarded any 
day.  This is a phase 1 grant for study of our AMCAT systems.  We have a 95% 
confidence level that we can prove what we are seeking to study based on prior 
FEA, empiracle and user testing.

Market Branding Strategy

Inclusive of our Utility Patent-Pending application, our brand name "H3Pelvice" is 
trademarked with the USPTO.   Our Brand below is our mark to be used on the 
present product and any future offerings.  We desire to become known as the "H3".  
 An easy to roll off the tongue and recall name, such as other ubiquitous companies 
have done with Xerox, Kleenex, Coke, etc.   Before the H3, no other like kind 
solution presently exists.  We are the originator and shall be our goal to establish 
this brand recognition worldwide.A compelling sales statement that might be used 
in various forms of media may go something like:

"If you suffer from hemorrhoids, pelvic floor or prostate pain or any pelvic malady 
that is causing you deeply aggrevating pain, you've probably tried various 
treatments or medical approaches without particularly satisfying results. For many 
people, a hot bath is a temporary solution — albeit an inconvenient and time-
consuming one.
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We know how you feel. The pain or discomfort is relentless, hampering your ability 
to enjoy your day, to participate in life, to be yourself. 

Based upon a proven method of healing and pain reduction by bringing oxygenated 
blood to areas in need of healing, the H3 System was designed precisely for you — 
and the many millions of people living with these symptoms. 

We invite you to explore our site to learn more about how this thoughtfully-
engineered medical device can provide a level of relief you've never before 
experienced."

Presently, we are already having to turn away potential customers due to lack of 
inventory and FDA registration requirements for our site.   This is the ONLY 
thing at this moment that is hurting our momentum.  We are able to build 
MVP units and deliver for sales, SBIR testing or samples for physicians are ongoing  
and supplied "gratas" and voluntarily on an as needed basis.

Because marketing this new product and method of pelvic pain management, it 
comes with psychological challenges.  Challenges that we need to "take the edge 
off". 

Due to the sensitive nature, as an example, using some fun slogans that can be 
seeded or utilized in various forms of media may follow such a pattern:

1.  An entirely new way to relieve pain and discomfort down under.

2.  An entirely new way to relieve pain and discomfort down under.  (And we don't 
mean Australia)

3.  Relieve pain and discomfort down under without taking a bath.  In any sense 
of the phrase.

4.  Relieve pain and discomfort down under without taking a bath.

5.  More and more sufferers of pain are sitting on a great idea.

6.  Great news for hemorrhoid, prostate and pelvic pain sufferers!  You'd better 
sit down for this.
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7.  For hemorrhoid, prostate and  pelvic pain sufferers, this news is big!  You'd 
better sit down.

8.  Suffering from hemorrhoids,  prostate or pelvic pain? Take a seat.

9. A breakthrough for sufferers of hemorrhoids/pelvic/prostate pain.  From one 
who's been there.

10.  Sufferers of chronic hemorrhoid or pelvic pain have a new hero: H3.

11.  Sufferers of chronic hemorrhoid or pelvic pain, sit and rejoice.

Sales Plan

Financial Highlights (Year 1)

Operations

Locations & Facilities

It is planned, unless other funding supports a year lease of a small 1500sf 
office/assembly/storage space, that the initial units shall be built and distributed 
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from the founder's residence which has been part of the present bootstrapping 
efforts to date.  Tnis is not ideal, but possible.

We can likely locate a new space if necessary within one week.   A 1500sf space 
should suffice for our production needs until December of 2021.   We anticipate a sq 
ft rate of 8-12sf/yr lease.

Simple tools for assembly and tables and low cost shelving can easily be located at 
local resale stores so as to further be smart about start-up costs.

Our location is important only in the means and manner of shipping and receiving.  
It can be located most anywhere within the region of the domicile of the founder 
who will be running the operations.

 

 

 

Equipment & Tools

H3 Pelvic plans to start with a simple manual assembly and packaging operation.  
 This requires very little tooling to satisfy our daily order and fulfillment efforts.

Tooling and Equipment needs initially are very low.   

Presently the Founder has invested 100% of personal funds into all efforts of this 
buseinss entity.  Tooling costs to date are approximately $15,000 spent.  Yet, in 
order to make the product at a higher margin, and of the more streamlined product 
design as shown, we need to secure $150,000 for Steam Chest type tooling.  Sonoco 
is our molder of choice becuase they are located in Hartsville SC and have quoted 
very attractive part pricing and have shown themselves to be very reliable sources 
of talent and expertise in the EPP/EPE/EPS foamed molding spaces.

If H3Pelvic Therapy Systems ever decides to move into an arena of robotic 
assembly, this will likely be considered at year 5 or beyond. 
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Presently, we are hand building at which we believe that we can get production to 
build a system in less than 15 minutes once in full production.   Currently, our hand 
built MVP take approximately 1 -1.5 hours each to assemble.

The final product design has been designed to be easy and rapidly to be assembled, 
lowering labor cost per unit.  It remains an H3Pelvic core tenant to support as 
much as possible, local.   We have designed our systems to be very simple to build, 
assemble and service.

The product is very rugged and robust to drops, hits and the rigors of shipping and 
use.  We have not had one return of our MVPs due to any product performance 
failure yet.
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Milestones & Metrics

Milestones Table

Milestone Due Date Who's Responsible Details

Establish Corporate Entity 
- COMPLETE

Completed Zachary Wood Lyon Establish Corporate body 
and related equity share 
structure for future 
investment options

Secure outlet for 
introductory product 
acceptance

Completed Zachary Wood Lyon Secure a willing location 
to accept and purchase 
H3 Units on agreed-upon 
profitability structures

User Feedback UX Completed Zack Lyon Continue to gather user 
experience, product 
usability/quality issues 
and make rapid and 
meaningful changes for 
Gen 1 H3Pelvic System 
Roll Out.

Fully Cost Product Completed Zack Lyon Identify sources (dual 
source if possible) all 
components and tooling 
of the H3Pelvic Gen 1 
system.  Drive down cost 
as low as possible.

CIP finalized and 
submitted / PCT Applied

Completed Zachary Lyon CIP finalized and 
submitted / PCT Applied

File for NSF SBIR Grant of 
$256,000 Phase 1 - AMCAT 
device

Completed Complete and submit, in 
reference to the 
invitation from Henry Ahn 
of NSF, Med Devices, our 
new means and method of 
pelvic pain control and 
healing.

Secure Patent 
Cooperation Treaty PCT 
world wide coverage

Completed Zachary W Lyon Secure European and 
Australian markets for the 
captured sales and 
distribution of our 
product
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Aquire China Trademark 
for H3Pelvic

Completed Zack Lyon This is a strategy to allow 
proliferation in the 
country of China. It keeps 
from being taken 
advantage of by 
unscrupulous China 
parties.

Open the store to selling 
"True Twin Mode" systems

May 01, 2021 Zack Lyon

Create Quality Product 
Packaging and Literature 
Package

May 01, 2021 Create a very nice 
presentable Consumer 
Package - iPADesque.   
Create very simple to use 
product literature and 
label product well for 
responsibility of user.

FDA Application June 01, 2021 Zachary Wood Lyon FDA registration fee of 
$5600 to secure Class 2 
510(k) exempt registered 
status

Order Tools for Foamed 
Components

June 01, 2021 Zachary Wood Lyon Tooling to Produce first 
order of 500 systems.  
Approximately $150,000

Rebuild Website June 30, 2021 Andrew Broughton Rebuild B2C/B2B site to 
be simpler, cleaner more 
engaging.

Roadmap

"H3Pelvic Dual Mode" presently exists in a very acceptable form and does afford the 
ability to perform modal therapy with base device.  This product is easily built 
today.  Some customers/volunteers have expressed the desire for an easier, even 
more convenient way to cycle their thermal modes.  Not having to disconnect, get 
up, change over the water and reconnect and start up again.  This product has a 
660% Markup.

 

"H3 True Twin Mode" meets the needs of the above.   It is the most convenient, the 
most volume of either hot or cold at one sitting that is available.   This proposed 
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product is dependent upon Steam chest style tooling which is not inexpensive.  
Probably around $100k.   This tooling will allow for the lower cost to build and a 
1136% Markup.

 

"the H3+" We anticipate is a future offering that will further carry very safely to the 
internal cavities of the human body, the same thermal energy to sufferers of 
Interstitial Cystitis, Pelvic Inflammatory conditions, Extreme Mentstrual Cramping, 
Vulvodynia, Prostate Pain and Chronic Pelvic Pain Syndrome.  This product has a 
1185% Markup.

In the future, we also plan to divert our fluid energy into the seating portions of the 
unit.   These will be special ordered devices with higher prices, yet will extend the 
same thermal therapy to the sensitive buttock regions of specific sufferers.   

Inclusive of the above, we also have plans for use of advanced 4D urethane rapid 
printed and alloyed materials to support buttock areas that need excellent airflow 
to heal sores and afford a higher level of comfort.

All of the above items are "seeded" in our patent along with provisions for a 
software APP to communicate with the system and provide real-time feedback to 
the user and clinicians through IoT devices and edge communications.   

 

 

Risks & Mitigation
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Company

Overview

Ownership & Structure

H3Pelvic Therapy Systems, Inc. is a Delaware C Corporation formed on August 31, 
2020.

We are 100% owned by the founder with no equity dilution.   1,000,000 shares of 
common or other convertible securities is available for capital raises via SAFEs or 
Convertible Notes. 

Zachary Wood Lyon is 100% the primary owner of this H3Pelvic Therapy Systems, 
Inc., Intellectual property is in pending status, Trademark "H3Pelvic" for USA and 
China has been acquired.

Company history

Being a 31 year veteran of product design and development with over 40 
plus patents issued and/or pending, Mr. Lyon has a history of making many new 
product introductions for some fortune 100 companies that have made in excess of 
30 million dollars on just one of his ideas.  The FORD Mustang Mach E charging 
inlet systems are his latest product mass produced product to be released to the 
public.  He is also the designer and engineer who created the SuntechMed Oscar 2 
Ambulatory blood pressure monitor.  A device that has been sold for over 25 years 
since the design was released - a design that is timeless.   That same creative 
thinking goes into the H3Pelvic Therapy System.

Using sound, rational, studied scientific data, combined with his highly creative and 
energetic laser focused efforts into the medical space, he has again managed 
to make a fabulous solution to a deeply bothersome condition.   A "purple cow" 
opportunity! 

The idea was birthed as "necessity is the mother of invention".  A private story that 
he can share at a later date.   Needless to say, upon creating this solution to solve 
his personally debilitating condition, it became apparent that massive numbers of 
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not only Americans, but people throughout the world with a myriad of related 
painful conditions, they all stand to benefit from this unique, yet simple method of 
pain control and therapy.

Since October of 2018,  Mr. Lyon has worked diligently and tirelessly to solve a 
personal matter that allowed him to stay far away from an expensive and life 
altering surgical proceedure of anorectal surgery.   

After creating the funtional prototype in 2019 to help managed and resolve his 
issue, he sought quickly to acquire well documented intellectual property, 
descriptions  inclusive of "seeded"  CIP (Continuation In Patent - ongoing) options 
that allow for further follow on patentable marketable solutions.

To date, Mr. Lyon has engineered and built the first 35 H3Pelvic MVP prototypes, 
and have sent 22 fully functional units into the field .  Mr. Lyon has invested 100% of 
his own proceeds to bring the company to this point in an effort to validate the 
market(s).   To date, all but one party who have been in receipt and use of their H3 
prototype models have responded with extremely positive testimonials.   Mr. Lyon's 
personal experiences, the experiences of his testing/volunteer audience, and also 
the review of highly qualified pain specialists, pelvic floor surgical specialists and 
other sources of feed back, it is clear that a solid untapped market of in excess of 
120 Billion dollars exists from which to launch as soon as proper funding is 
acquired.

Mr. Lyon has furthered his product design and engineered solution(s) to a 
production ready level of refinement.  This new design comes with a high margin 
of  over 500% COGS and a lower target cost than initially sought.  This new 
device can  address over 27 plus pelvic floor painful conditions as presently 
challenged to solve by the medical community.   Today, there remain a huge 
number of patients being "refractory" to various different medical procedures and 
many are crying out for "help me get rid of this pain."   We have been able to take 
on some of these issues with astonishement from not only the patients, but the 
doctors too!

We are also now discovering that we may have a foundation to helping the field of 
Oncology:  Rectal, cervical, endometrial  and vaginal cancers through the controlled 
use of hyperthermia.   This technology stems around our "trade secret" (NDA 
secured) AMCAT devices.
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Our discussions with University of Texas, Maryland, Boston, and many Physicians at 
Duke University indicate that we may yet have a new disruptive technology.   

 

 

Partners & Resources

We are at the very early stages of a new Corporate structure only having formed 
the "C" corporation as of August 31st of 2020.

Zachary Lyon owns the proprietary tooling to fabricate the present custom 
components as the product exists presently.   He also is the primary designer and 
holds the engineering and CAD data for any necessary analysis, edits and 
improvements.   

These resources are ready to deploy at a time where the required funding is 
attained.

Mr. Lyon is ready to bring in strategic partners and members where necessary in 
order to solidfy this product proliferation in the USA if not worldwide.   We know 
that strong & committed team members are necessary to make this happen.  We 
also know that a strong incentive plan will be required to attract the right parties.

We are open and desirous of seeking funding, but we are remaining careful to 
maintain a mantra of "smart money", not just ANY money.

Team

Management team

Zachary Lyon is the primary inspiration of the business idea and the pursuer of 
birthing the business.   He holds in excess of 40 USA and World patents and has 
many still pending. 

See: Zachary Wood Lyon

https://www.linkedin.com/in/zack-lyon/
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Melanie Lyon stands as our sales and current customer support representative as 
well as she brings a history of marketing and graphic design.

 

Andrew Broughton is our SEO back end /Web Development  agent working 
presently "Pro Bono"

See:  Andrew Broughton

Advisors

Dr. Leonardo Kapural is a pain physician at the Carolinas Pain Institute and The 
Center for Clinical Research. He is also a clinical adjunct faculty of anesthesiology 
at Wake Forest University, School of Medicine. Dr. Kapural’s interests include 
peripheral nerve stimulation, spinal cord stimulation, discogenic low back pain, and 
visceral abdominal pain. Following his fellowship in pain management at the 
Cleveland Clinic, he stayed in the Cleveland Clinic’s pain management department 
for 10 years, serving also as director of clinical research and professor of 
anesthesiology at the CCLMC of Case Western University. Dr. Kapural is an active 
member of a number of professional organizations, including the American Society 
of Regional Anesthesia and Pain Medicine, North American and International 
Neuromodulation societies, and World Institute of Pain.

See:  Dr. Leonardo Kapural

 

Brandon Fox created Chronotek in 1996, when he saw a need for business owners 
with off-site employees to be able to productively run their businesses with 
accurate data. Chronotek works alongside businesses with remote employees to 
help them track, manage and report their employees’ time and attendance, helping 
them in their ability to get their job done effectively, and building lasting 
relationships through our fantastic Support Team, one of the best in the industry.

See:  Brandon Fox

https://www.linkedin.com/in/arbroughton/
https://carolinaspaininstitute.com/leo-kapural-md/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/brandon-fox-961a8a13/
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John Snow has over 20 years of as a risk Assessment Specialist with a demonstrated 
history of working in the medical device industry with 5 products delivered to 
market. building lasting relationships through our fantastic Support Team, one of 
the best in the industry.

See: John Snow

Key planned hires

https://www.linkedin.com/in/john-snow-aa801ba7/
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Financial Plan

Forecast

Key assumptions

Projections of revenue and growth are based on a natural progression of product 
discovery in a enormous market of pelvic pain sufferers where there is no other 
type of solution presently available.   

Initially, our early adoptors will help to assist our visibility through social media.  
Our physician resources will begin to leverage this tool to support further servicing 
of challenging patients as they naturally will become accustomed to the useful tool 
that it is.

Over 27  (and counting) different classified conditions combined result in a market 
of almost 78 million Americans each year that suffer from some form of pain, 
whereas the H3 Twin and the H3+ product offerings provide relief and possibly aid 
healing for some injurous conditions.  Although we have had users claim that our 
system helped to cure them, we do not claim this for FDA reasons.  Our main claim 
is "Revolutionary Pelvic Pain Management" - "Helping your body heal better".

If we are able to capture, just one tenth, of one percent of the American markets, 
that is 78,000 potential customers annually in the US alone.    We are in a position  
to exercise our right to apply for World Patent rights to the countries of our 
choosing.  We would execute this action through the Patent Cooperation Treaty 
(PCT), as the world markets are massively larger than 78 million and we would be 
remiss not to expand our footprint.

We have "fine-tuned" as best that we are able with actual quotes of part prices in 
volume from our vendor base to derive our basic cost to purchase, build, insure, 
label and ship our product to approximately $65 for the H3 Twin Mode (retail $379) 
and $40 for the H3+ accessory ($199).  Mark ups of 588% and 500% respectively.
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We feel that our margins are strong but reasonable for this space.   Hence we do 
not desire to be pressured by business arrangements with big box outlets.   Our 
market is niche' to the pelvic floor pain sectors and related outlets.   It is our goal 
and intention to work  within those channels of sales in a manner that doesn't 
pressure us to reduce margins.   

Below are some actual testimonies of customers and potential customers below 
support:

When inquired to users or potential users as to the cost of the H3Pelvic System:

"Belinda"  I've thought about this a lot (the price).  Priceless.  I would give up 
everything.  If I won a billion in the lottery, I'd give it back (to remove the pain).  
Chronic pain ruins life.  Things and money don't matter - they can't be enjoyed.  
Even people."

"Harold"  If you could give me back my comfort in the product you propose, I would 
say it would easily be worth $500 - $1000.

"Steve"   I am very glad I bought it, I would recommend this to anyone with my 
condition - absolutely YES

"Craig"  Yes ABSOLUTELY, I would (recommend it). Trust me - when I'm in a flare 
up and I need heat - I NEED IT. I do anything and everything to get heat to my junk 
(scrotum, gonads). In that circumstance I am blessed to have the H3. 

Cash Flow
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Net Profit (or Loss) by Year
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Projected Balance Sheet

Starting 
Balances FY2022 FY2023 FY2024 FY2025 FY2026

Cash $12,000 $292,532 $9,667,303 $18,103,794 $29,114,958 $48,286,991

Accounts 
Receivable $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Inventory $0 $673,254 $2,402,389 $3,011,256 $4,609,550 $4,609,450

Other Current 
Assets $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Current 
Assets $12,000 $965,785 $12,069,691 $21,115,051 $33,724,508 $52,896,442

Long-Term 
Assets $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Accumulated 
Depreciation $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Long-
Term Assets $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Assets $12,000 $965,785 $12,069,691 $21,115,051 $33,724,508 $52,896,442

Accounts 
Payable $0 $182,730 $600,805 $753,106 $1,152,662 $1,152,613

Income Taxes 
Payable $0 $78,482 $1,067,149 $612,839 $776,527 $1,213,356

Sales Taxes 
Payable $0 $71,076 $808,460 $475,348 $597,113 $918,500

Short-Term 
Debt

Prepaid 
Revenue

Total Current 
Liabilities $0 $332,288 $2,476,414 $1,841,293 $2,526,302 $3,284,469

Long-Term Debt

Long-Term 
Liabilities

Total 
Liabilities $0 $332,288 $2,476,414 $1,841,293 $2,526,302 $3,284,469
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Paid-In Capital $25,000 $250,000 $750,000 $750,000 $750,000 $750,000

Retained 
Earnings ($13,000) ($46,825) $283,617 $8,718,277 $18,023,757 $29,448,205

Earnings $430,322 $8,559,660 $9,805,480 $12,424,448 $19,413,768

Total Owner's 
Equity $12,000 $633,497 $9,593,277 $19,273,757 $31,198,205 $49,611,973

Total 
Liabilities & 
Equity

$12,000 $965,785 $12,069,691 $21,115,051 $33,724,508 $52,896,442

Product Configuration and Pricing

Introduction using the H3 Dual Mode unit at @ $369.00

Materials and labor for this unit @ $75.00

392% Mark up

 

In year 2021, we plan to introduce the H3 True Twin Modal unit at $329.00

Materials and labor for this unit is @ $65.00

406% Mark up

 

In year 2022, we plan to introduce the H3+ Thermal Accessory @ $295.00

Materials and labor for this unit is @ $110

168% Mark up
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Our product is sold with a 30 day money back guarantee.   

All sales proceeds are collected up front via our webstore and fulfilment agent.   We 
do not, at present plan any distribution network that would dilute our direct to 
customer sales model.  

Presently, we are limited to any sales of the H3 due to necessity to become 
registered with the FDA.  We know the path to closing this loop entails simply a 
check for @ $5600 and then we are open for business, assuming inventory is 
available to begin sales.

Prior to this knowledge, we did sell a few at $339.00 with only 1 return.   Our 
limited "volunteers" are informing us that they are "feeling better"/ "Managing their 
conditions better", which is all that we ever proclaim.   Some state that they feel 
that they are "getting better".   We do not claim to heal, but we would not be 
surprised that in some cases, this is true based on the science behind the method.  
We presently have potential customers calling and emailing wanting to buy the 
base unit but until we are registered with the FDA, we only build and donate on a 
case by case basis.

Some of our future planned devices are very innovative and bring further comfort 
where never before possible and these bring potentially even higher value $500-
$1000 per unit.    These would not be our high fliers due to the smaller market, but 
would support the full spectrum of pelvic painful conditions and keep our 
Intellectual Property in play.

Statement below validates our present pricing with this customer.
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One of the things that we have consistently tested the potential value of the 
solution to the customer.  This is not an uncommon theme amongst chronic 
sufferers.

Statement below validates our pricing structure with this potential customer:

Lastly, a subscription model has been an excellent model for recurring revenue but 
this idea was put to pasture for thoughts of product liability.   Maybe, in the future 
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it is possible, but we feel that is too ambitious as we have many tasks ahead of us to 
complicate further our plans.
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Projected Profit and Loss

FY2022 FY2023 FY2024 FY2025 FY2026

Revenue $1,579,775 $23,731,505 $27,162,700 $34,120,700 $52,485,700

Direct Costs $941,873 $12,853,130 $14,689,850 $18,356,140 $27,960,490

Gross Margin $637,902 $10,878,375 $12,472,850 $15,764,560 $24,525,210

Gross Margin % 40% 46% 46% 46% 47%

Operating 
Expenses

Salaries & 
Wages $80,000 $144,000 $175,000 $190,000 $210,000

Employee 
Related 
Expenses

$16,000 $28,800 $35,000 $38,000 $42,000

Marketing $4,000 $6,000 $6,000 $6,000 $6,000

Amortization of 
Other Current 
Assets

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Operating 
Expenses $100,000 $178,800 $216,000 $234,000 $258,000

Operating 
Income $537,902 $10,699,575 $12,256,850 $15,530,560 $24,267,210

Interest Incurred

Depreciation and 
Amortization $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Gain or Loss from 
Sale of Assets

Income Taxes $107,580 $2,139,915 $2,451,370 $3,106,112 $4,853,442

Total Expenses $1,149,453 $15,171,845 $17,357,220 $21,696,252 $33,071,932

Net Profit $430,322 $8,559,660 $9,805,480 $12,424,448 $19,413,768

Net Profit / 
Sales 27% 36% 36% 36% 37%
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Expected return

Cash Flow by Month

Financing

Financing Needed

Funds being sought are to support our efforts to go to Market.

These include:

• Tooling to produce final product - $165000
• Part inventory to build final product - $65000
• Labor to build final 500 sets of product - $30000
• Funds to register with FDA our location and device - $10000
• Support for key staff - salaries for 4 years $609,000
• Marketing - D2C, B2C New Website Dev and Video - $150000
• Lease 4 years 1000 sqft @ 11/sqft plus utilities - $48000
• Legal - Finalize IP, Corporate Attorney $60000
• CPA - Accounting and tracking of growth $30000
• FDA registration and consulting - $50000
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Use of funds

Sources of Funds

Mr. Lyon, as of 8/19/2020 has 100% of his own funds invested well in excess of 
$30,000 to bring the bootstrapped stage of H3pelvic Therapy Systems to this 
point.   He has in excess of 3000 hours of his personal time of design, engineering, 
marketing, web space development, customer discovery and volunteer testing.   He 
is committed and the entity is non-diluted at this stage.

Mr. Lyon still has some funds available for actions that are timely and critical, but 
would rather reserve these funds for future emergencies.  

We seek more than just funding.   Where and when we are able to discover and 
attract talent, we seek energetic, excited partnerships with core and respected 
agents unique to this industry who are also looking to improve their investment 
portfolios.   Physician investment groups are ideal because they should understand 
the science and will see first-hand their patient's positive responses to our novel 
product lines.

We have sold at a price point our basic model the H3 at $339 to customers.  No 
push back on price.   We have discussed our price point with a medical device 
representative and have tentatively set our pricing as previously described in our 
pricing section.   These values can change at any time, but we do not want to price 
ourselves out of the market.  

We have people calling weekly begging for us to sell them what we cannot, until we 
have FDA registration at a minimum.   We are seeking product liability quotes at the 
moment and have a $1 carve out per unit sale embedded in the burdened prices 
stated.   We hope that this is sufficient.  We have no history of problems or call 
backs as we have inquired to our customer base as to their feelings about its safety 
or propensity to cause injury or harm.   We are mostly left with laughter from our 
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questions.    We feel that our product is extremely safe, yet we are not naive to the 
litigious country to which we live.

We seek Angels where they bring more than just money, they bring wisdom, 
direction and passion to drive a new business ideas.   Helping to drive business 
ideas that have the potential to really help Americans live better, with less cost and 
angst because their conditions are better tolerated.   Buying each customer time to 
feel sane for a while and possibly, help to heal some of these challenging conditions 
through use of our advanced thermodynamic techniques and methods.

Simply, Physician investors and investor groups would be entertained for equity 
positions.  Angels may well be considered.  Family and friends have not been fully 
exhausted, yet Mr. Lyon is sensitive to keeping them friends if things do not go as 
planned.   

We feel that this is a massive opportunity for the manufacturer, using their 
expertise to help guide us in the best design details and features of performance, to 
tap into a huge and unavailable market (due to our captured IP) and grow with us.    
Affording a much lower cost to entry for H3Pelvic Therapy Systems.

Mr. Lyon is open to creative financing at the beginning stages.
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Statements

Projected Profit and Loss

FY2022 FY2023 FY2024 FY2025 FY2026

Revenue $1,579,775 $23,731,505 $27,162,700 $34,120,700 $52,485,700

Direct Costs $941,873 $12,853,130 $14,689,850 $18,356,140 $27,960,490

Gross Margin $637,902 $10,878,375 $12,472,850 $15,764,560 $24,525,210

Gross Margin % 40% 46% 46% 46% 47%

Operating 
Expenses

Salaries & 
Wages $80,000 $144,000 $175,000 $190,000 $210,000

Employee 
Related 
Expenses

$16,000 $28,800 $35,000 $38,000 $42,000

Marketing $4,000 $6,000 $6,000 $6,000 $6,000

Amortization of 
Other Current 
Assets

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Operating 
Expenses $100,000 $178,800 $216,000 $234,000 $258,000

Operating 
Income $537,902 $10,699,575 $12,256,850 $15,530,560 $24,267,210

Interest Incurred

Depreciation and 
Amortization $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Gain or Loss from 
Sale of Assets

Income Taxes $107,580 $2,139,915 $2,451,370 $3,106,112 $4,853,442

Total Expenses $1,149,453 $15,171,845 $17,357,220 $21,696,252 $33,071,932

Net Profit $430,322 $8,559,660 $9,805,480 $12,424,448 $19,413,768

Net Profit / 
Sales 27% 36% 36% 36% 37%
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Projected Balance Sheet

Starting 
Balances FY2022 FY2023 FY2024 FY2025 FY2026

Cash $12,000 $292,532 $9,667,303 $18,103,794 $29,114,958 $48,286,991

Accounts 
Receivable $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Inventory $0 $673,254 $2,402,389 $3,011,256 $4,609,550 $4,609,450

Other Current 
Assets $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Current 
Assets $12,000 $965,785 $12,069,691 $21,115,051 $33,724,508 $52,896,442

Long-Term 
Assets $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Accumulated 
Depreciation $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Long-
Term Assets $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Assets $12,000 $965,785 $12,069,691 $21,115,051 $33,724,508 $52,896,442

Accounts 
Payable $0 $182,730 $600,805 $753,106 $1,152,662 $1,152,613

Income Taxes 
Payable $0 $78,482 $1,067,149 $612,839 $776,527 $1,213,356

Sales Taxes 
Payable $0 $71,076 $808,460 $475,348 $597,113 $918,500

Short-Term 
Debt

Prepaid 
Revenue

Total Current 
Liabilities $0 $332,288 $2,476,414 $1,841,293 $2,526,302 $3,284,469

Long-Term Debt

Long-Term 
Liabilities

Total 
Liabilities $0 $332,288 $2,476,414 $1,841,293 $2,526,302 $3,284,469
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Paid-In Capital $25,000 $250,000 $750,000 $750,000 $750,000 $750,000

Retained 
Earnings ($13,000) ($46,825) $283,617 $8,718,277 $18,023,757 $29,448,205

Earnings $430,322 $8,559,660 $9,805,480 $12,424,448 $19,413,768

Total Owner's 
Equity $12,000 $633,497 $9,593,277 $19,273,757 $31,198,205 $49,611,973

Total 
Liabilities & 
Equity

$12,000 $965,785 $12,069,691 $21,115,051 $33,724,508 $52,896,442
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Projected Cash Flow Statement

FY2022 FY2023 FY2024 FY2025 FY2026

Net Cash Flow 
from Operations

Net Profit $430,322 $8,559,660 $9,805,480 $12,424,448 $19,413,768

Depreciation & 
Amortization $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Change in 
Accounts 
Receivable

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Change in 
Inventory ($673,254) ($1,729,135) ($608,868) ($1,598,293) $99

Change in 
Accounts 
Payable

$182,730 $418,075 $152,302 $399,556 ($50)

Change in 
Income Tax 
Payable

$78,482 $988,667 ($454,310) $163,688 $436,829

Change in Sales 
Tax Payable $71,076 $737,384 ($333,112) $121,765 $321,387

Change in 
Prepaid 
Revenue

Net Cash Flow 
from Operations $89,357 $8,974,651 $8,561,492 $11,511,164 $20,172,034

Investing & 
Financing

Assets 
Purchased or 
Sold

Net Cash from 
Investing

Investments 
Received $225,000 $500,000

Dividends & 
Distributions ($33,825) ($99,880) ($125,000) ($500,000) ($1,000,000)

Change in 
Short-Term 
Debt
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Change in Long-
Term Debt

Net Cash from 
Financing $191,175 $400,120 ($125,000) ($500,000) ($1,000,000)

Cash at Beginning 
of Period $12,000 $292,532 $9,667,303 $18,103,794 $29,114,958

Net Change in Cash $280,532 $9,374,771 $8,436,492 $11,011,164 $19,172,034

Cash at End of 
Period $292,532 $9,667,303 $18,103,794 $29,114,958 $48,286,991

Forecast

Exit strategy

Our exit strategy in 3-5 years. 

 Our IP will allow us to control USA and potential European and 
Australian markets, as these terms exist fof 20 years or more if further innovations 
built on base technology are exercised.  

An exit strategy of sale to a larger, more entrenched entity would likely take place 
in 10 years leaving another 10 years to the acquiring entity.

Any equity distribution may be contracted to be purchased back at a future date at 
a predetermined multiple based on present metrics.
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Appendix
Profit and Loss Statement (With monthly detail)

FY2022 Mar '21 Apr '21 May '21 June '21 July '21 Aug '21 Sept '21 Oct '21 Nov '21 Dec '21 Jan '22 Feb '22

Total Revenue $3,690 $5,535 $9,225 $14,760 $55,040 $73,090 $93,185 $123,150 $186,725 $241,075 $340,550 $433,750

Total Direct 
Costs $4,243 $5,324 $7,488 $12,811 $34,082 $44,427 $56,089 $74,034 $110,714 $141,985 $199,123 $251,553

Gross Margin ($553) $211 $1,738 $1,948 $20,959 $28,663 $37,096 $49,116 $76,012 $99,089 $141,427 $182,198

Gross Margin % (15%) 4% 19% 13% 38% 39% 40% 40% 41% 41% 42% 42%

Operating 
Expenses

Salaries and 
Wages $0 $0 $8,000 $8,000 $8,000 $8,000 $8,000 $8,000 $8,000 $8,000 $8,000 $8,000

Employee Related 
Expenses $0 $0 $1,600 $1,600 $1,600 $1,600 $1,600 $1,600 $1,600 $1,600 $1,600 $1,600

Marketing $500 $500 $500 $500 $500 $500 $500 $500

Amortization of 
Other Current 
Assets

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total 
Operating 
Expenses

$0 $0 $9,600 $9,600 $10,100 $10,100 $10,100 $10,100 $10,100 $10,100 $10,100 $10,100

Operating 
Income ($553) $211 ($7,863) ($7,651) $10,858 $18,563 $26,996 $39,016 $65,912 $88,989 $131,327 $172,097

Interest Incurred

Depreciation and 
Amortization $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Gain or Loss from 
Sale of Assets
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Income Taxes $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,713 $5,399 $7,803 $13,183 $17,798 $26,265 $34,419

Total Expenses $4,243 $5,324 $17,088 $22,411 $44,182 $57,240 $71,588 $91,937 $133,997 $169,883 $235,488 $296,072

Net Profit ($553) $211 ($7,863) ($7,651) $10,858 $15,850 $21,597 $31,213 $52,729 $71,191 $105,062 $137,678

Net Profit / 
Sales (15%) 4% (85%) (52%) 20% 22% 23% 25% 28% 30% 31% 32%
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FY2023 Mar '22 Apr '22 May '22 June '22 July '22 Aug '22 Sept '22 Oct '22 Nov '22 Dec '22 Jan '23 Feb '23

Total Revenue $543,400 $658,805 $804,075 $962,425 $1,196,250 $1,481,950 $1,839,975 $2,155,625 $2,539,575 $3,139,475 $3,665,575 $4,744,375

Total Direct 
Costs $314,846 $371,511 $452,690 $538,018 $658,694 $809,120 $1,004,640 $1,171,312 $1,363,321 $1,692,955 $1,981,515 $2,494,508

Gross Margin $228,554 $287,294 $351,386 $424,407 $537,556 $672,829 $835,335 $984,314 $1,176,254 $1,446,520 $1,684,060 $2,249,867

Gross Margin % 42% 44% 44% 44% 45% 45% 45% 46% 46% 46% 46% 47%

Operating 
Expenses

Salaries and 
Wages $12,000 $12,000 $12,000 $12,000 $12,000 $12,000 $12,000 $12,000 $12,000 $12,000 $12,000 $12,000

Employee Related 
Expenses $2,400 $2,400 $2,400 $2,400 $2,400 $2,400 $2,400 $2,400 $2,400 $2,400 $2,400 $2,400

Marketing $500 $500 $500 $500 $500 $500 $500 $500 $500 $500 $500 $500

Amortization of 
Other Current 
Assets

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total 
Operating 
Expenses

$14,900 $14,900 $14,900 $14,900 $14,900 $14,900 $14,900 $14,900 $14,900 $14,900 $14,900 $14,900

Operating 
Income $213,654 $272,394 $336,485 $409,507 $522,657 $657,929 $820,435 $969,413 $1,161,354 $1,431,620 $1,669,160 $2,234,967

Interest Incurred

Depreciation and 
Amortization $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Gain or Loss from 
Sale of Assets

Income Taxes $42,731 $54,479 $67,297 $81,901 $104,532 $131,586 $164,087 $193,882 $232,271 $286,324 $333,832 $446,993

Total Expenses $372,477 $440,890 $534,887 $634,819 $778,126 $955,606 $1,183,627 $1,380,094 $1,610,492 $1,994,179 $2,330,247 $2,956,401

Net Profit $170,923 $217,915 $269,188 $327,606 $418,125 $526,343 $656,348 $775,531 $929,083 $1,145,296 $1,335,328 $1,787,974

Net Profit / 
Sales 31% 33% 33% 34% 35% 36% 36% 36% 37% 36% 36% 38%
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FY2022 FY2023 FY2024 FY2025 FY2026

Total Revenue $1,579,775 $23,731,505 $27,162,700 $34,120,700 $52,485,700

Total Direct Costs $941,873 $12,853,130 $14,689,850 $18,356,140 $27,960,490

Gross Margin $637,902 $10,878,375 $12,472,850 $15,764,560 $24,525,210

Gross Margin % 40% 46% 46% 46% 47%

Operating Expenses

Salaries and Wages $80,000 $144,000 $175,000 $190,000 $210,000

Employee Related Expenses $16,000 $28,800 $35,000 $38,000 $42,000

Marketing $4,000 $6,000 $6,000 $6,000 $6,000

Amortization of Other Current Assets $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Operating Expenses $100,000 $178,800 $216,000 $234,000 $258,000

Operating Income $537,902 $10,699,575 $12,256,850 $15,530,560 $24,267,210

Interest Incurred

Depreciation and Amortization $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Gain or Loss from Sale of Assets

Income Taxes $107,580 $2,139,915 $2,451,370 $3,106,112 $4,853,442

Total Expenses $1,149,453 $15,171,845 $17,357,220 $21,696,252 $33,071,932

Net Profit $430,322 $8,559,660 $9,805,480 $12,424,448 $19,413,768

Net Profit / Sales 27% 36% 36% 36% 37%
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Balance Sheet (With Monthly Detail)

Starting 
Balances Mar '21 Apr '21 May '21 June '21 July '21 Aug '21 Sept '21 Oct '21 Nov '21 Dec '21 Jan '22 Feb '22

Cash $12,000 $233,461 $227,571 $206,475 $172,122 $170,907 $173,951 $152,970 $142,736 $156,267 $118,516 $185,081 $292,532

Accounts 
Receivable $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Inventory $0 $8,652 $14,059 $38,573 $70,189 $92,197 $121,803 $176,428 $244,379 $332,789 $442,356 $555,687 $673,254

Other Current 
Assets $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Current 
Assets $12,000 $242,112 $241,630 $245,048 $242,311 $263,103 $295,754 $329,398 $387,115 $489,056 $560,871 $740,768 $965,785

Long-Term 
Assets $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Accumulated 
Depreciation $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Long-
Term Assets $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Assets $12,000 $242,112 $241,630 $245,048 $242,311 $263,103 $295,754 $329,398 $387,115 $489,056 $560,871 $740,768 $965,785

Accounts 
Payable $0 $5,407 $4,326 $14,961 $20,134 $26,215 $35,187 $53,527 $69,163 $97,732 $123,946 $154,397 $182,730

Income Taxes 
Payable $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,713 $5,399 $13,202 $26,385 $17,798 $44,063 $78,482

Sales Taxes 
Payable $0 $258 $646 $1,292 $1,033 $4,886 $10,002 $6,523 $15,143 $28,214 $16,875 $40,714 $71,076

Short-Term Debt

Prepaid Revenue

Total Current 
Liabilities $0 $5,665 $4,972 $16,253 $21,167 $31,101 $47,902 $65,449 $97,508 $152,331 $158,619 $239,174 $332,288

Long-Term Debt
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Long-Term 
Liabilities

Total 
Liabilities $0 $5,665 $4,972 $16,253 $21,167 $31,101 $47,902 $65,449 $97,508 $152,331 $158,619 $239,174 $332,288

Paid-In Capital $25,000 $250,000 $250,000 $250,000 $250,000 $250,000 $250,000 $250,000 $250,000 $250,000 $250,000 $250,000 $250,000

Retained 
Earnings ($13,000) ($13,000) ($13,000) ($13,000) ($13,000) ($13,000) ($13,000) ($18,500) ($24,055) ($29,665) ($35,330) ($41,050) ($46,825)

Earnings ($553) ($342) ($8,205) ($15,856) ($4,998) $10,852 $32,449 $63,662 $116,391 $187,582 $292,644 $430,322

Total Owner's 
Equity $12,000 $236,447 $236,658 $228,796 $221,144 $232,003 $247,852 $263,949 $289,607 $336,726 $402,252 $501,594 $633,497

Total 
Liabilities & 
Equity

$12,000 $242,112 $241,630 $245,048 $242,311 $263,103 $295,754 $329,398 $387,115 $489,056 $560,871 $740,768 $965,785
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FY2023 Mar '22 Apr '22 May '22 June '22 July '22 Aug '22 Sept '22 Oct '22 Nov '22 Dec '22 Jan '23 Feb '23

Cash $871,105 $1,061,707 $1,223,829 $1,193,120 $1,544,919 $2,021,914 $2,126,608 $2,880,089 $3,736,391 $3,787,199 $5,830,019 $9,667,303

Accounts 
Receivable $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Inventory $808,913 $973,236 $1,179,240 $1,450,343 $1,794,105 $2,154,112 $2,512,793 $3,034,436 $3,650,446 $4,449,815 $3,682,683 $2,402,389

Other Current 
Assets $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Current 
Assets $1,680,018 $2,034,943 $2,403,069 $2,643,463 $3,339,024 $4,176,026 $4,639,400 $5,914,525 $7,386,837 $8,237,014 $9,512,702 $12,069,691

Long-Term Assets $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Accumulated 
Depreciation $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Long-
Term Assets $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Assets $1,680,018 $2,034,943 $2,403,069 $2,643,463 $3,339,024 $4,176,026 $4,639,400 $5,914,525 $7,386,837 $8,237,014 $9,512,702 $12,069,691

Accounts Payable $222,227 $264,891 $325,229 $400,442 $497,110 $580,446 $676,451 $841,268 $984,456 $1,240,952 $600,889 $600,805

Income Taxes 
Payable $121,213 $175,692 $164,507 $81,901 $186,433 $318,019 $164,087 $357,969 $590,240 $286,324 $620,156 $1,067,149

Sales Taxes 
Payable $38,038 $84,155 $140,440 $67,370 $151,107 $254,844 $128,798 $279,692 $457,462 $219,763 $476,353 $808,460

Short-Term Debt

Prepaid Revenue

Total Current 
Liabilities $381,478 $524,738 $630,176 $549,713 $834,650 $1,153,309 $969,336 $1,478,929 $2,032,158 $1,747,039 $1,697,398 $2,476,414

Long-Term Debt

Long-Term 
Liabilities

Total 
Liabilities $381,478 $524,738 $630,176 $549,713 $834,650 $1,153,309 $969,336 $1,478,929 $2,032,158 $1,747,039 $1,697,398 $2,476,414

Paid-In Capital $750,000 $750,000 $750,000 $750,000 $750,000 $750,000 $750,000 $750,000 $750,000 $750,000 $750,000 $750,000
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Retained Earnings $377,617 $371,367 $364,867 $358,117 $350,617 $342,617 $333,617 $323,617 $313,617 $303,617 $293,617 $283,617

Earnings $170,923 $388,838 $658,026 $985,632 $1,403,756 $1,930,100 $2,586,448 $3,361,979 $4,291,062 $5,436,358 $6,771,686 $8,559,660

Total Owner's 
Equity $1,298,540 $1,510,205 $1,772,893 $2,093,749 $2,504,374 $3,022,717 $3,670,065 $4,435,596 $5,354,679 $6,489,975 $7,815,303 $9,593,277

Total 
Liabilities & 
Equity

$1,680,018 $2,034,943 $2,403,069 $2,643,463 $3,339,024 $4,176,026 $4,639,400 $5,914,525 $7,386,837 $8,237,014 $9,512,702 $12,069,691
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Starting Balances FY2022 FY2023 FY2024 FY2025 FY2026

Cash $12,000 $292,532 $9,667,303 $18,103,794 $29,114,958 $48,286,991

Accounts Receivable $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Inventory $0 $673,254 $2,402,389 $3,011,256 $4,609,550 $4,609,450

Other Current Assets $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Current Assets $12,000 $965,785 $12,069,691 $21,115,051 $33,724,508 $52,896,442

Long-Term Assets $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Accumulated Depreciation $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Long-Term Assets $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Assets $12,000 $965,785 $12,069,691 $21,115,051 $33,724,508 $52,896,442

Accounts Payable $0 $182,730 $600,805 $753,106 $1,152,662 $1,152,613

Income Taxes Payable $0 $78,482 $1,067,149 $612,839 $776,527 $1,213,356

Sales Taxes Payable $0 $71,076 $808,460 $475,348 $597,113 $918,500

Short-Term Debt

Prepaid Revenue

Total Current Liabilities $0 $332,288 $2,476,414 $1,841,293 $2,526,302 $3,284,469

Long-Term Debt

Long-Term Liabilities

Total Liabilities $0 $332,288 $2,476,414 $1,841,293 $2,526,302 $3,284,469

Paid-In Capital $25,000 $250,000 $750,000 $750,000 $750,000 $750,000

Retained Earnings ($13,000) ($46,825) $283,617 $8,718,277 $18,023,757 $29,448,205

Earnings $430,322 $8,559,660 $9,805,480 $12,424,448 $19,413,768

Total Owner's Equity $12,000 $633,497 $9,593,277 $19,273,757 $31,198,205 $49,611,973

Total Liabilities & Equity $12,000 $965,785 $12,069,691 $21,115,051 $33,724,508 $52,896,442
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Cash Flow Statement (With Monthly Detail)

FY2022 Mar '21 Apr '21 May '21 June '21 July '21 Aug '21 Sept '21 Oct '21 Nov '21 Dec '21 Jan '22 Feb '22

Net Cash Flow 
from 
Operations

Net Profit ($553) $211 ($7,863) ($7,651) $10,858 $15,850 $21,597 $31,213 $52,729 $71,191 $105,062 $137,678

Depreciation & 
Amortization $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Change in 
Accounts 
Receivable

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Change in 
Inventory ($8,652) ($5,407) ($24,514) ($31,616) ($22,008) ($29,607) ($54,624) ($67,952) ($88,410) ($109,567) ($113,331) ($117,567)

Change in 
Accounts 
Payable

$5,407 ($1,081) $10,635 $5,173 $6,081 $8,972 $18,340 $15,636 $28,569 $26,215 $30,451 $28,333

Change in 
Income Tax 
Payable

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,713 $2,686 $7,803 $13,183 ($8,587) $26,265 $34,419

Change in Sales 
Tax Payable $258 $388 $646 ($259) $3,853 $5,116 ($3,479) $8,620 $13,071 ($11,339) $23,839 $30,362

Change in 
Prepaid 
Revenue

Net Cash Flow 
from 
Operations

($3,539) ($5,890) ($21,096) ($34,353) ($1,215) $3,044 ($15,481) ($4,680) $19,142 ($32,087) $72,286 $113,225

Investing & 
Financing

Assets 
Purchased or 
Sold

Net Cash from 
Investing

Investments 
Received $225,000
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Dividends & 
Distributions $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 ($5,500) ($5,555) ($5,610) ($5,665) ($5,720) ($5,775)

Change in 
Short-Term 
Debt

Change in 
Long-Term 
Debt

Net Cash from 
Financing $225,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 ($5,500) ($5,555) ($5,610) ($5,665) ($5,720) ($5,775)

Cash at Beginning 
of Period $12,000 $233,461 $227,571 $206,475 $172,122 $170,907 $173,951 $152,970 $142,736 $156,267 $118,516 $185,081

Net Change in 
Cash $221,461 ($5,890) ($21,096) ($34,353) ($1,215) $3,044 ($20,981) ($10,235) $13,532 ($37,752) $66,566 $107,450

Cash at End of 
Period $233,461 $227,571 $206,475 $172,122 $170,907 $173,951 $152,970 $142,736 $156,267 $118,516 $185,081 $292,532
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FY2023 Mar '22 Apr '22 May '22 June '22 July '22 Aug '22 Sept '22 Oct '22 Nov '22 Dec '22 Jan '23 Feb '23

Net Cash Flow 
from 
Operations

Net Profit $170,923 $217,915 $269,188 $327,606 $418,125 $526,343 $656,348 $775,531 $929,083 $1,145,296 $1,335,328 $1,787,974

Depreciation & 
Amortization $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Change in 
Accounts 
Receivable

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Change in 
Inventory ($135,660) ($164,323) ($206,004) ($271,103) ($343,762) ($360,007) ($358,681) ($521,644) ($616,010) ($799,369) $767,132 $1,280,294

Change in 
Accounts 
Payable

$39,497 $42,664 $60,338 $75,214 $96,668 $83,336 $96,005 $164,817 $143,188 $256,497 ($640,063) ($85)

Change in 
Income Tax 
Payable

$42,731 $54,479 ($11,185) ($82,606) $104,532 $131,586 ($153,932) $193,882 $232,271 ($303,916) $333,832 $446,993

Change in Sales 
Tax Payable ($33,038) $46,117 $56,285 ($73,070) $83,737 $103,737 ($126,046) $150,894 $177,770 ($237,699) $256,590 $332,107

Change in 
Prepaid 
Revenue

Net Cash Flow 
from 
Operations

$84,454 $196,852 $168,622 ($23,959) $359,299 $484,995 $113,694 $763,481 $866,302 $60,809 $2,052,820 $3,847,284

Investing & 
Financing

Assets 
Purchased or 
Sold

Net Cash from 
Investing

Investments 
Received $500,000

Dividends & 
Distributions ($5,880) ($6,250) ($6,500) ($6,750) ($7,500) ($8,000) ($9,000) ($10,000) ($10,000) ($10,000) ($10,000) ($10,000)
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Change in 
Short-Term 
Debt

Change in 
Long-Term 
Debt

Net Cash from 
Financing $494,120 ($6,250) ($6,500) ($6,750) ($7,500) ($8,000) ($9,000) ($10,000) ($10,000) ($10,000) ($10,000) ($10,000)

Cash at Beginning 
of Period $292,532 $871,105 $1,061,707 $1,223,829 $1,193,120 $1,544,919 $2,021,914 $2,126,608 $2,880,089 $3,736,391 $3,787,199 $5,830,019

Net Change in 
Cash $578,574 $190,602 $162,122 ($30,709) $351,799 $476,995 $104,694 $753,481 $856,302 $50,809 $2,042,820 $3,837,284

Cash at End of 
Period $871,105 $1,061,707 $1,223,829 $1,193,120 $1,544,919 $2,021,914 $2,126,608 $2,880,089 $3,736,391 $3,787,199 $5,830,019 $9,667,303
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FY2022 FY2023 FY2024 FY2025 FY2026

Net Cash Flow from Operations

Net Profit $430,322 $8,559,660 $9,805,480 $12,424,448 $19,413,768

Depreciation & Amortization $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Change in Accounts Receivable $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Change in Inventory ($673,254) ($1,729,135) ($608,868) ($1,598,293) $99

Change in Accounts Payable $182,730 $418,075 $152,302 $399,556 ($50)

Change in Income Tax Payable $78,482 $988,667 ($454,310) $163,688 $436,829

Change in Sales Tax Payable $71,076 $737,384 ($333,112) $121,765 $321,387

Change in Prepaid Revenue

Net Cash Flow from Operations $89,357 $8,974,651 $8,561,492 $11,511,164 $20,172,034

Investing & Financing

Assets Purchased or Sold

Net Cash from Investing

Investments Received $225,000 $500,000

Dividends & Distributions ($33,825) ($99,880) ($125,000) ($500,000) ($1,000,000)

Change in Short-Term Debt

Change in Long-Term Debt

Net Cash from Financing $191,175 $400,120 ($125,000) ($500,000) ($1,000,000)

Cash at Beginning of Period $12,000 $292,532 $9,667,303 $18,103,794 $29,114,958

Net Change in Cash $280,532 $9,374,771 $8,436,492 $11,011,164 $19,172,034

Cash at End of Period $292,532 $9,667,303 $18,103,794 $29,114,958 $48,286,991
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